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*Resilience* is a digital, peer-reviewed journal that provides a forum for scholars from across humanities disciplines to speak to one another about their shared interest in environmental issues and to plot out an evolving conversation about what the humanities contribute to living and thinking sustainably in a world of dwindling resources. The focus on narrative skill, critical thinking, historicity, culture, aesthetics and ethics central to the humanities and to humanistic social sciences provides a crucial research complement to the endeavors of scientists in addressing current planetary crises, and the mission of *Resilience* is to share that perspective with a broad academic audience.
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University of Nebraska Press
1225 L St., Ste. 200
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**For institutional subscriptions:**
This journal is available online through Project MUSE. It will be part of the Premium Collection in 2022. Read a free issue on Project MUSE at [http://bit.ly/MUSE_RES_Free](http://bit.ly/MUSE_RES_Free).
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